organic material in any unit below unit 1, and (v) the lack of evidence of vegetation growth except locally within units 2 and 3. Because intense precipitation along the arid Peruvian coast is typically associated with El Niño events today, we infer that such events also produced the debris-flow and flood deposits at Quebrada Tacahuay.
Radiocarbon dating of units 1, 2, 3, 4, 4c3, and 8 (Table 1 and Fig. 2 ) divide the sedimentary history of the site after deposition of unit 8 into three periods. First, between about 12,500 and 8900 to 8700 cal. yr B.P., four extensive debris flows (units 2, 3, 6, and 7) and an extensive sheetflood (unit 4) covered the site-an average of one sedimentation event every 700 to 800 years. In contrast, between about 8900 to 8700 and about 5300 cal. yr B.P., the only flood or debris-flow sediments deposited were two thin and finegrained debris-flow units confined to a small channel and exposed in only one profile (units 4c1 and 4c2, Fig. 2 ). Flood and debrisflow activity thus diminished significantly in both severity and frequency during this period, which corresponds to the ϳ8900 to 5700 cal. yr B.P. (8000 to 5000 14 C yr B.P.) hiatus in El Niño activity deduced from shell-midden data farther north (12) . Finally, at ϳ5300 cal. yr B.P., another extensive debris-flow deposit (unit 1) covered the site at Quebrada Tacahuay before sediment supply was cut off by incision of the present main channel (Fig.  1) . The debris-flow and flood deposits underlying unit 8 have not been dated but are older than the ϳ12,700 to 12,500 cal. yr B.P. age of that unit. The similarities between them and the younger sediments suggest that conditions producing El Niño events were also present there in the Pleistocene.
The Quebrada Tacahuay site was almost certainly used largely or entirely for obtaining maritime resources as indicated by the overwhelming proportion of maritime elements (99.8%) in the faunal remains. Indications that most or all of these remains were associated with anthropogenic activity include evidence of butchering, the large numbers of burned bones, the presence of marine mollusk fragments, and the spatial association of the remains with the hearth and lithic artifacts. The primary activity at the site evidently was processing seabirds, and secondary activities included processing fish and shellfish. We therefore infer that people with a maritime-based economy were present there about 12,700 to 12,500 years ago, during the period when the Andean coast was first settled. After that time, catastrophic floods and debris flows may have affected the occupation history of the site. A debris flow inundated the site, possibly when it was still in use, and the locality was not reoccupied until ϳ3500 years later, when flood and debris-flow activity had substantially diminished. Three-dimensional gyrokinetic simulations of microturbulence in magnetically confined toroidal plasmas with massively parallel computers showed that, with linear flow damping, an asymptotic residual flow develops in agreement with analytic calculations. Nonlinear global simulations of instabilities driven by temperature gradients in the ion component of the plasma support the view that turbulence-driven fluctuating zonal flows can substantially reduce turbulent transport. Finally, the outstanding differences in the flow dynamics observed in global and local simulations are found to be due to profile variations.
Turbulence shear suppression by E ϫ B flows (plasma flows induced by an electric field perpendicular to a magnetic field line) is the most likely mechanism responsible for the transition to various forms of enhanced confinement regimes observed in magnetically confined plasmas (1) . Understanding the mechanisms of turbulence suppression (2, 3) and developing techniques to control turbulence are needed for developing magnetic fusion. Recent experimental data from tokamaks (4) revealed the presence of small radial-scale E ϫ B flows that cannot be explained by the existing neoclassical (Coulomb collisional) theory. These observations point to the possibility that E ϫ B zonal flows generate spontaneously and regulate the turbulence. Turbulent transport is believed to arise from electrostatic pressure-gradientdriven instabilities. These highly complex nonlinear phenomena can be most effectively investigated by numerical experiments. One of the most promising approaches is gyrokinetic particle-in-cell simulation (5), which suppress-es the rapid gyromotion of a charged particle about the magnetic field line. By use of lownoise numerical algorithms (6, 7) and massively parallel computers, we were able to reproduce key features of turbulent transport observed at the core of tokamak plasmas. Previous toroidal gyrokinetic and gyrofluid (8) simulations of instabilities driven by the ion-temperature gradient (ITG) in a local geometry, which follows a magnetic field line (8) (9) (10) , have indicated that turbulence-driven zonal flows play a crucial role in regulating nonlinear saturation and transport levels. However, global gyrokinetic simulations, which treat the whole plasma volume, either did not include (11) or did not observe (12, 13) substantial effects of these self-generated flows in steady-state transport. Because local simulations are restricted to a flux-tube domain of a few turbulence decorrelation lengths with radially periodic boundary conditions and assume scale separation between the turbulence and equilibrium profiles, the key issues of transport scaling and effects of steep pressure profiles in transport barriers can be most effectively studied in global simulations.
We developed a fully three-dimensional (3D) global gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) (7) based on the low-noise nonlinear ␦f scheme (6) for studying both turbulence and neoclassical physics. The code uses a general geometry Poisson solver (14) and Hamiltonian guiding center equations of motion (15) in magnetic coordinates (16) to treat both advanced axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric configurations with realistic numerical magnetohydrodynamics equilibria. This global code takes into account equilibrium profile variation effects and has low particle noise. Furthermore, a single code can simulate both a full poloidal cross section and an annular box to provide a connection between global and local simulations. The GTC code was implemented as a platform-independent program and achieved nearly perfect scalability on various massively parallel processing (MPP) systems (for example, CRAY-T3E
and Origin-2000 supercomputers). This scalability enables us to fully use the rapidly increasing MPP computer power that presently allows routine nonlinear simulations of more than 10 8 particles to treat realistic plasmas parameters of existing fusion experiments. Nevertheless, a more than two orders of magnitude increase in computing power will be required to assess turbulent transport properties of reactor-relevant plasmas with additional key features such as nonadiabatic electron response, electromagnetic perturbations, and larger system size.
The GTC code was benchmarked against earlier analytic and computational models for neoclassical transport (17) Turbulence-generated zonal flows in toroidal plasmas are driven by the flux-surfaceaveraged radially local charge separation and mainly in the poloidal direction for high-aspect ratio devices. Rosenbluth and Hinton (18) showed that an accurate prediction of the undamped component of poloidal flows is important in determining the transport level in nonlinear turbulence simulations and provided an analytical test for predicting the residual flow level in response to an initial flow perturbation. We reproduced this test in gyrokinetic particle simulations by solving the toroidal gyrokinetic equation (19) with an initial source that is constant on a flux surface and introduced a perturbation of the poloidal flow. This flow was relaxed through the transit time magnetic pumping effect (20) followed by a slower damped oscillation with a characteristic frequency corresponding to that of the geodesic acoustic mode (21) . The residual level of this flow measured from the simulation agrees well with the theoretical prediction (18) .
Turbulence-driven zonal flows are now self-consistently included in the nonlinear simulations of toroidal ITG instabilities. The flows are generated by the Reynolds stress (22) and can be considered as a nonlinear instability associated with inverse cascade of the turbulent spectra (23) . Our global simulations produced fluctuating E ϫ B zonal flows containing substantial components with radial scales and frequencies comparable to those of the turbulence. These results are in qualitative agreement with flux-tube simulations (8, 10) and demonstrate the possible existence and the importance of such fluctuating flows. These simulations used representative parameters of DIII-D tokamak high confinement mode core plasmas, which have a peak ion-temperature gradient at minor radius r ϭ 0.5a with the following local parameters: R 0 /L T ϭ 6.9, L n /L T ϭ 3.2, q ϭ 1.4, (r/q)(dq/dr) ϭ 0.78, T e /T i ϭ 1, and a/R 0 ϭ 0.36, where R 0 is the major radius, L T and L n are the temperature and density gradient scale lengths, respectively, T i is the ion tempera- ture, and T e is the electron temperature. The size of the plasma column was a ϭ 160 i , where i is the thermal ion gyroradius measured at r ϭ 0.5a. ITG modes are unstable with these parameters. The simplified physics model included a parabolic safety factor q profile, a circular cross section, no impurities, and an electron density response with ␦n e /n 0 ϭ e(⌽ Ϫ ͗⌽͘)/T e , where ␦n e represents the perturbed electron density, n 0 represents the equilibrium density, Ϫe represents the electron charge, ⌽ represents the potential, and ͗⌽͘ represents the flux surface averaged potential. In a typical nonlinear simulation, we calculated 5000 time steps of the trajectories of 100 million guiding centers interacting with the self-consistent turbulent field, which was discretized by 25 million grid points in a three-dimensional configuration. The instabilities evolved from a linear phase of growth to a nonlinear saturation with a peak transport level and finally to a fully developed turbulence with a steady-state transport level that is insensitive to initial conditions (Fig. 1) . To illustrate the effects of these flows on transport, we also carried out simulations of the same set of parameters with E ϫ B flows suppressed by forcing ͗⌽͘ ϭ 0. Comparison of the time history of i from the simulation with turbulence-driven E ϫ B flows included with that from the simulation with the flows suppressed shows that a substantial reduction (up to an order of magnitude) of steady-state i occurs when E ϫ B flows are retained. A key mechanism of reducing transport by E ϫ B flows is the breaking of turbulent eddies and, consequently, the reduction of the radial decorrelation length (2). This process is visualized in a comparison of the poloidal contour plots of the fluctuation potential in the nonlinear phase from the broad pressure profile simulation carried out with E ϫ B flows included with the one with the flows suppressed (Fig. 2) . In both cases, the amplitude of fluctuations is highest at larger major radii where the drive of instabilities is strongest. Similar structures are observed in the linear phase for both cases. E ϫ B flows, which are linearly stable, are generated in the nonlinear saturation stage and begin to tear the turbulent eddies apart. In steady state, the fluctuations are observed to be nearly isotropic in radial and poloidal directions when E ϫ B flows are included in the simulations, whereas the turbulent eddies are elongated along the radial direction when the flows are suppressed (Fig. 2) . The fact that the breaking of turbulent eddies by E ϫ B flows results predominantly in the reduction of the radial correlation length is also reflected in the observed flow-induced broadening of the radial spectrum (k r ) of fluctuations. These trends are in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions (2, 3) . We also observed that this flow-induced broadening of the k r spectrum is accompanied by a reduction in fluctuation level, although we have not studied the relation between them in detail. Finally, the E ϫ B flows also broaden the oscillation frequency of individual modes, which would otherwise have a coherent mode history corresponding to a frequency spectrum with a well-defined peak.
Fluctuating flows with a radial characteristic length comparable to that of the ambient turbulence have been generated in flux-tube simulations (8, 10) . On the other hand, E ϫ B flows with scale lengths of the system size have been the dominant feature in previous global gyrokinetic simulations (12, 13) , although the finer scale flows began to appear in a larger system size (13) . In addition, global codes typically yield a much lower value of i than that from flux-tube codes. These fundamentally different trends have been attributed to differences between global and local simulation models. Specifically, the whole plasma volume is simulated in global codes with pressure gradient profile variation and fixed boundary conditions, whereas local codes have a simulation domain that covers a few turbulent decorrelation lengths with a uniform pressure gradient and use radially periodic boundary conditions. We carried out simulations using both global and annular geometry with a variety of boundary conditions to address these differences. The perturbed electrostatic potential was set to zero at the boundary in all global simulations, and a radially periodic boundary condition similar to that of the flux-tube simulations (8, 10) was implemented in the annulus simulations. The profile of the pressure gradient was varied in the global simulations to distinguish the effects of profile variations from those of boundary conditions. When the profile of the pressure gradient was broad in global simulations, the fine-scale components of E ϫ B flows with radial characteristic scale length comparable to the turbulence decorrelation length became dominant. Similar structures of the E ϫ B flow shearing parameter E ϵ dv EϫB /dr were observed from both the present global and local simulations (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, good agreement in the ion heat conductivities was obtained between the local and global simulations with a broad pressure gradient profile. These results indicate that the radially periodic boundary conditions in local codes are not responsible for the differences between the trends observed in local and global simulations-at least for the cases studied. As the variation in the pressure gradient becomes stronger in the global simulation, a static single-well structure in the radial electric field, similar to those observed in previous global codes (12, 13) , emerges and becomes dominant. At the same time, the ion heat conductivities decrease because of the profile variation effects. We conclude that the narrow pressure gradient profile in global codes is responsible for the differences with the local code results. 
